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New TomTom maps for Navigator are now available for Android and iOS versions of the app.n Additional TomTom maps offer extended coverage for regular maps. The result: improved search for gas stations, detailed maps of individual streets, addresses and house numbers, sidewalks and other data for quick and easy search. Additional maps also include traffic information. TomTop maps are constantly being improved and new features added.For example, the
AirStreet map shows all flights to the United States in the last 24 hours, while the Simple Navigation map has additional features such as parking cost estimation, street coverage, and the ability to capture the roof of a building. Maps for NaviPilot DROID 2 and Navigon Professional from TomToms are available for Android and iPhone devices. Additional features include street maps, points of interest, addresses, roads, traffic audit and traffic information. In
addition, Navipilot Professional has an additional car navigation mode in difficult situations. Tom Tam's TomTome map series is now available for Android and Apple devices. Unlike the Android versions of TomTOM, the Navigion Utility includes additional maps, giving you the ability to block a map from any maps and directories. The TomToma Annual Update provides Navigision Utilities and Tom Toms maps with extensive coverage for Russia, Ukraine and
Belarus. In addition to this, the application supports the addition of other maps in several regions. TomTel Navicom-N currently supports the Russian market and Ukraine. The full list includes Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Moldova and Georgia. TomT, the maker of the most popular in-car navigation systems and games, has released the Tom Tan map for iOS, Android and Windows 10. TomTan Navigno is truly inspiring and you'll be amazed at how
many new and exciting maps for navigators are here. In the map update, you will meet many new points of interest and points of interest, and sharing and using maps is easier with new features. In addition to the map update, TomTam recently released an update for their street name and parkpass games. This update, along with a video showing the features of the vehicles with the new navigation system, will surely inspire you. Recall that the Navitel program was
released in the same international market in 2007. TM recently released its
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